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Abstract

Thermally-induced secondary atomization (TISA) enables enhanced atomization, better mixing

and faster evaporation in multi-component sprays. Despite its importance in a number of appli-

cations, TISA is not yet well understood. In this work we study numerically the effects of key

physical parameters on TISA dynamics, with particular emphasis on breakup. To this end, we

simulated a series of cases for suspended droplets in microgravity conditions, varying the number

of bubbles near the liquid-gas interface. We performed a total of 800 simulations with different

fluid properties investigating a wide hyperspace. In particular, we varied viscosity, surface ten-

sion, number and size of bubbles, as well as the droplet size, identifying two main parameters

necessary for modelling purposes: the breakup time, τb, and maximum normalized surface area,

S f . Here we defined the breakup time as the time between the beginning of the simulation and

the maximum surface area observed. We also calculated the Pearson’s coefficient to estimate the

influence of each variable on the parameters of interest, understanding that the size of the largest

bubble controlled S f while the Ohnesorge number strongly influenced τb. We further employed

the dataset to formulate simple mathematical correlations for S f and τb by performing a multi-

variable regression. Moreover, we looked into the dynamics of the secondary droplets generated

by the process, demonstrating that the velocity and size of the ejected droplets are linked to the

size of the bubbles that generate them.

Keywords: Breakup; Computational Fluid Dynamics; Atomization; Boiling; Multi-component;

Spray
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1. Introduction

Combustion, gasification, nanoparticle synthesis, and many other processes of liquids often

involve the formation of a reactive spray. Sprays are highly complex as they involve multiple

scales, phases and intricate interactions between atomization, evaporation, reactivity, and turbu-

lence [1]. Spray formation proceeds through primary and secondary atomization [2], leading to5

small droplets’ formation.

Fine atomization is crucial for the effective utilization of evaporative sprays as it maximizes the

area exposed to evaporation. When multi-component fuels are injected into hot environments as a

spray, they exhibit thermally-induced secondary atomization (TISA) [3, 4, 5, 6], often identified as

puffing or micro-explosion depending on the breakup intensity. Although it is frequently neglected,10

many authors have highlighted the importance of TISA on the dynamics of sprays, particularly in

emulsified fuels [4, 7, 8].

TISA occurs when the liquid mixture presents a wide boiling range, and the Lewis number

(ratio of thermal to mass diffusivity) is larger than 1. Because of these characteristics, TISA is

significant in heavy fuel gasification [9], and combustion of bio-derived and fossil fuel blends [10].15

As a result of differential evaporation, bubbles form within the droplets; those bubbles eventually

expand and are ejected, leading to the disruption of the droplet structure.

TISA consist of three steps: bubble nucleation, expansion and breakup. Nucleation has been

studied extensively, and correlations have been proposed to improve predictions with respect to the

classical nucleation theory [11, 12]. However, substantial uncertainties still exist. Bubble expan-20

sion can be described with reasonable accuracy using the well known Rayleigh–Plesset equation

[13]. In contrast, the collapse itself remains primarily unknown, and the literature lacks suitable

sub-models to describe it.

This study aims to understand the relevant parameters determining the degree of breakup in-

duced by TISA and develop a correlation that can serve as a predictive tool. To this end, we25

performed numerical simulations of suspended droplets in microgravity, having bubbles that are

∗Corresponding author
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initialized next to the interface. We assume breakup to be governed solely by the fluid dynamics of

the system and vary the fluid surface tension and viscosity, as well as the number and size of bub-

bles. We also assume constant ambient conditions such as pressure and temperature, employing

the thermodynamic properties of hexadecane to be representative for the droplets.30

The next section describes the numerical framework. Subsequently, the methodology of the

parametric study is introduced. The results are then presented and discussed, formulating a simple

sub-model that allows estimating the outcome and time-scale of breakup. Conclusions and some

guidelines for future development will follow.

2. Modeling framework35

To perform the simulations of the suspended droplets, we employ an in-house computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) solver that was developed using the OpenFOAM framework. The solver

utilizes the isoAdvector method, based on the geometric volume-of-fluid (VoF) [14, 15]. The

reader is referred to Guida et al. [16] for a detailed description of the solver and its comprehensive

validation.40

The modeling approach is based on the Eulerian VoF framework, originally proposed in [17].

The dynamics of two-phase compressible fluids consisting of liquid and gas are described by

a unified velocity u(x, t), pressure p(x, t), temperature T (x, t), and the mass fraction of the j-th

species Y j(x, t), ( j = 1, ...,NS ), with NS being the number of species. The transport equation for

the volume fraction α of a compressible fluid experiencing phase change is expressed as45

∂(αρ)
∂t

+ ∇ · (αρu) = −ṁδΓ , (1)

where ρ is the density, ṁ is the mass exchange rate due to phase change across the interface and

δΓ is the surface area density at the interface, defined as

δΓ =

∫
Γ∩Cl

dS∫
Cl

dV
, (2)

with dS and dV being differential elements of surface and volume, respectively. The mass flux

contribution takes on a negative sign if the liquid evaporates and a positive sign if the vapour

condenses.50

3
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The bulk fluid motion is described by the mass and momentum conservation equations

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0 , (3)

∂(ρu)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuu) = ∇ · [µ(∇u + ∇uT )] − ∇p + fs + ρg , (4)

where g represents the gravitational acceleration, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and fs is the sur-

face tension force. The latter is important and generally modelled with the continuum method

introduced by Brackbill et al. [18],55

fs = σqn , (5)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient, n is the unit vector normal to the interface, and q is the

curvature. The present study adopts the geometric curvature reconstruction, proposed by [19] and

later adopted by [20], in which the curvature is calculated by the reconstructed distance function

(RDF), φ, as q = −∇ · (∇φ/|∇φ|).

The jump condition for the mass at the interface, accounting for phase change, reads60

nΓ · ρ1(u1 − uΓ) = nΓ · ρ2(u2 − uΓ) = ṁ . (6)

In the latter, uΓ represents the velocity of the interface and nΓ is the vector normal to the interface,

pointing outward from phase 1 (liquid) to phase 2 (gas). The velocity of liquid and gas are denoted

by u1 and u2, respectively. Equation (6) states that the flux from the interface into the gas is

equivalent to the flux that goes from the liquid to the interface. The phase change flux (ṁ) due to

boiling is evaluated as follows:65

ṁ = (k2∇ΓT2 − k1∇ΓT1)/∆Hv , (7)

where k is the thermal conductivity, ∇Γ denotes the gradient operator along the normal direction to

the interface, T is the temperature, and ∆Hv is the heat of vaporization. In addition, the transport

equation for a species mass fraction is written as

∂(ρY j)
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρuY j) = ∇ · (ρD j∇Y j) , (8)

4
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where j represents the j-th species and D j is the mass diffusivity. Finally, the energy equation is

also solved to determine the temperature field,70

∂(ρcpT )
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρcpuT ) = ∇ · (k∇T ) −
N∑

j=1

ṁ j∆Hv, j , (9)

where the last term describes the enthalpy of vaporization that is exchanged because of the eventual

phase change, cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, and ∆Hv, j is the heat of vaporization of

the j-th species. The scalar variables (temperature and species mass fraction) are transported

using a two-fluid approach, which means that the liquid and gas phase are solved independently

and coupled through a moving boundary condition at the interface.75

3. Parametric study

We simulated a series of cases for the suspended droplets, which are initially located in the

centre of the computational domain, with different number of non-overlapping bubbles near the

liquid-gas interface. We opted for the assumption of micro-gravity conditions because of the

generally low influence of gravity on droplet dynamics. The influence of gravity is estimated by80

the Eötvös number, defined as

Eo = (ρgR2)/σ , (10)

where R is the radius of the droplet. The Eo number is generally low during secondary atomization,

as it is proportional to the square of the bubble’s size. In the present work, Eo ranged between

2 × 10−4 and 0.147.

A total of 800 simulations were carried out to explore the characteristic hyperspace of the85

phenomenon. The working fluids were assumed to be air, and a mixture having the thermodynamic

properties of hexadecane but with variable surface tension, viscosity and density. The droplet

diameter, as well as the number and diameter of the bubbles near the interface, are parameters

characterizing each of the simulations. The ranges of these relevant parameters are reported in

Table 1.90

We further assumed boiling to be the only mechanism of phase change that could take place.

The aforementioned assumption is justified by the fact that the vast majority of real applications

5
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Variable Range Unit

Droplet diameter (Dd) 50 – 250 µm

Viscosity (µ) 1 – 100 mPa s

Surface tension (σ) 0.005 – 0.03 N m

Number of bubbles (nb) 1 – 37 –

Ratio bubble/droplet 0.05 – 0.9 –

Table 1: Hyperspace explored.

are operated at high temperatures (>1000 K). For all the cases, the initial droplet temperature was

330 K; consequently, the droplet temperature increased during the early stages of the atomization

process. The pressure of the bubbles was calculated from the Young–Laplace equilibrium equation95

at the interface:

∆P = σ/(2R) , (11)

where ∆P is the difference between internal and external pressure. Given the initialization of

fixed surface tension for each case, no Marangoni driven instability is possible. Thus, the bubble

ejection proceeded solely because of shrinkage of the liquid meniscus, which is related to boiling

and the effect of the pressure gradient on the external environment.100

The three-dimensional mesh was composed of regular hexahedral cells. The resolution was

based on the initial droplet size, such that 100 computational cells were present along its diameter

and 50 between the droplet and the farfield boundaries. We considered a larger domain if any

relatively large bubble (ratio between bubble and droplet diameter above 0.5) was present in the

simulation, resulting in a total of 8 times the regular domain (64 million cells). This was necessary105

to capture stronger deformation and possible ejections, maintaining the boundaries far enough to

prevent any potential boundary influence on the evolution of the droplet dynamics.

The initial number and size of bubbles in each simulation were determined from a customised

algorithm that was developed to efficiently cover several combinations. In detail, for each run,

a maximum number of bubble seeding attempts was fixed as a random number between 1 and110

200. Then, for every attempt, the diameter of the bubbles (between a given range) was randomly

6
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generated together with polar and azimuthal angles. If the bubble could fit at 2 cells from the

interface and keep at least the same two-cell separation from other bubbles previously generated

for that case, the bubble was added to the array of the simulation. The volume fraction, pressure

and temperature fields were initialized according to implicit functions to avoid binary jumps of115

fields between cells and consequent instabilities.
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Figure 1: Velocity profile of sub-droplets generated from secondary atomization and parent droplet (a) Dd=0.213 mm,

µ=0.0981 Pa/s, σ=0.0268 N/m, Nb=7, and (b) Dd=0.299 mm, µ=0.0337 Pa/s, σ=0.0215 N/m, nb=13.0. The dots

represent the position of the different droplets having various size at discrete instant in time.

We ran all the simulations for 1 ms, which was sufficient to capture the droplet dynamics and

reach equilibrium. We used adjustable time-stepping, with a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL)

number of 0.6. The simulations were run in parallel, utilizing from 2 to 9 nodes of 32 cores each,

depending on the grid size. The transport equations were solved employing the finite-volume120

method with a second-order spatial discretization. In particular, we used van Leer’s scheme [21]

for the divergence of the volume fraction and pressure. Additionally, the Sweby limiter was ap-

plied to preserve monotonicity in the solution fields. As for the time integration of the equations,

a first-order implicit Euler scheme [22] was employed. Following Herbert et al. [23], we also

implemented a droplet identification method to post-process each simulation in parallel during125

runtime.

The surface of the droplet was simply calculated by summation of the discrete iso-surfaces

that form the liquid-vapor interface. Note that droplets with a diameter smaller than 2 grid cells
7
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are neglected from the analysis because, using the RDF method it is not possible to reconstruct a

volume from one single cell. Figure 1 demonstrates the results of this procedure, illustrating the130

evolution in time of the velocity of each secondary droplet (umax
d ) that is ejected, as computed in

two different simulations. The size of the droplets (Dd) is indicated by the color of the dots.

4. Results

4.1. Atomization dynamics

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show three representative cases of atomization dynamics from the data-set135

that was generated through the simulations, while Table 2 lists relevant properties and parameters

that were utilized in each case.

Case Dd σ µ nb Dav
b ζb

1 2.55 × 10−4 3.97 × 10−2 1.95 × 10−2 25 3.22 × 10−5 6.8 × 10−5

2 2.61 × 10−4 4.38 × 10−2 3.41 × 10−2 12 4.34 × 10−5 4.47 × 10−5

3 2.02 × 10−4 3.04 × 10−2 4.17 × 10−2 1 1.62 × 10−4 0

Table 2: Properties and parameters used for the simulations. The number of bubbles is denoted by nb, Dav
b refers to

the average bubbles’ diameter, and ζb represents the standard deviation of the bubbles’ diameter.

The first snapshot highlights the initial internal distribution of bubbles. Analyzing the first

simulation in Fig. 2, after approximately 0.1 ms, pinching occurred at the cap of the largest bubble,

where the distance between internal vapours and the external environment was minimal. While140

pinching occurred for the large bubble, almost all the small bubbles ejected part of the vapours, and

the surface began to re-stabilize. After 0.4 ms, the small bubbles completed the ejection process,

while the hole corresponding to the largest bubble kept spreading.

The ejection process followed the typical puffing dynamics with steps similar to those taking

place in bubble bursts from flat surfaces [24, 25]. The ejection process started with the collapse145

of the liquid meniscus, followed by the propagation of a wave that converged to the bottom of

the crater. Once the wave reached the bottom, a jet formed and propelled the droplet forward,

modifying its shape during the process. The jet propelled from the main cavity had a radius of

8
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the same order of magnitude of the cavity. This behaviour is typical of cases presenting a small

Ohnesorge number (Oh), which relates the viscous force to the inertial and surface tension forces.150

Vapours embedded in small bubbles did not substantially affect the dynamics of the process, which

was mainly determined by the largest bubble.

A second case is illustrated in Figure 3. The largest bubble governed the process again, al-

though a number of small particles were visibly ejected as a consequence of the collapse of various

cavities that were initialized in the simulation. Again, the collapse of the largest bubble controlled155

any modification of the shape of the parent droplet.

The third representative case (Fig. 4) is peculiar as it displayed one single, extremely large

bubble. The atomization involved the formation of a relatively large secondary droplet and a

small ligament on the bubble crest. The ligament eventually retracted into the parent droplet while

the small droplet continued its motion, propelled by the initial pressure gradient between vapour160

and the external environment. It is important to notice that larger bubbles tended to favour the

formation of instabilities at the bubble cap, which eventually led to sub-droplets forming prior to

the actual pinch-off from liquid ligaments. A bubble remained trapped in the parent droplet as a

consequence of the fast ejection. Previous works also observed this behaviour [26, 25, 27] for a

wide range of Oh numbers. As discussed in the following section, we observed a large gain in165

surface area available for boiling in almost all cases.

Figure 2: Atomization of a droplet having properties specified as Case 1 in Table 2. A video of the process is attached

as supplementary material.
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Figure 3: Atomization of a droplet having properties specified as Case 2 in Table 2. A video of the process is attached

as supplementary material.

Figure 4: Atomization of a droplet having properties specified as Case 3 in Table 2. A video of the process is attached

as supplementary material.

4.2. Hyperspace correlation

The data-set created with the simulations is next employed to formulate a simple predictive

sub-model to be used for practical analyses and CFD simulations. The first step to build the model

consists of highlighting the relation between variables. Here, this is achieved by using a simple170

correlation matrix based on Pearson’s coefficient [28]. The Pearson coefficient ranges from -1 to

1; when the coefficient is close to zero, variables are not related, whereas values close to 1 or -1

reflect a correlation between variables.
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Figure 5: Matrix reporting Pearson’s correlation coefficient of key parameters obtained from the simulations.

From such analysis, summarized in Fig. 5, one can note that the maximum surface area avail-

able after breakup, S f , is mostly influenced by the size of the largest bubble and, in particular, by175

the ratio between that size and the droplet size, S b, as explained in the previous section. The cor-

relation coefficient was estimated to be 0.84. The second parameter affecting S f is the Ohnesorge

number, introduced earlier and expressed as

Oh = µ/
√
ρRσ , (12)

where R was the radius of the largest bubble. The correlation coefficient, in this case, was 0.017.

Another important parameter is the breakup time, τb, which is defined as the time occurring be-180

tween the beginning of the simulation and the moment when the largest surface area is found. The

breakup time, which is basically the time-scale of the process, was not found to depend on the

normalized bubble size but on its absolute value. Other variables influencing the breakup time are

the Ohnesorge number and the absolute size of the parent droplet.
11
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Another outcome of the simulation was the maximum ejected droplet velocity, umax, which is185

strongly related to the Ohnesorge number. This is expected, as the Ohnesorge number governs the

speed of liquid ejections [27, 25]. The jet’s speed is governed by the interaction of surface tension

and viscous stress, with the former propelling the jet and the latter dampening its velocity.

4.3. Sub-model formulation

The first objective of the sub-model formulation was to find an equation to calculate the nor-190

malized surface area (S f ) as a function of S b and Oh. Figure 6 confirms that a correlation exists

between S b and S f with the latter growing almost linearly for increasing bubble to droplet size

ratio. Also, smaller droplets guaranteed a larger gain in surface area available, reaching in some

cases values above 100 times the initial surface area. Under the above considerations, we estimated

the correlation for S f to be of the form:195

S f = x0 + x1S b + x2Oh , (13)

where xi are the coefficients reported in Table 3. The correlation presented a coefficient of deter-

mination r2=0.87. Note that the droplet diameter was not considered explicitly in the correlation

as it is embedded in the S b definition.

Figure 7 displays the relation of the breakup time τb with Oh, indicating that τb is rather short

for low values of Oh, while it promptly increases when Oh goes above 1. No clear correlation is200

depicted with regard to the initial size of the droplets, but generally, ejection is faster for smaller

particles at a fixed Oh. We then build a simple correlation for τb based on Oh, the maximum

bubble size Dmax
b and S b. The correlation is expressed as:

τb = x0Oh + x1Dmax
b + x2S b + x3OhDmax

b (14)

+x4OhS b + x5S bDmax
b + x6Oh2 + x7Dmax

b
2 + x8S 2

b ,

and the values of the coefficients are listed in Table 3. This correlation yields a coefficient of

determination r2=0.89.205

4.4. Sub-droplets dynamics

The sub-droplets formed as a consequence of the atomization process presented a wide size

distribution, but they were generally at least one order of magnitude smaller than the parent droplet.
12
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Figure 6: Normalized maximum area S f as a function of the largest bubble normalized surface S b, for the 800

numerical experiments. The initial size of the droplets Dd is highlighted by the colour and size of the circles.
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Figure 7: Normalized breakup time τb as a function of the Ohnesorge number Oh based on the largest bubble, for the

800 numerical experiments. The initial size of the droplets Dd is highlighted by the colour and size of the circles.

The maximum velocity reached by the droplets umax was strongly related to Oh, based on the

maximum bubble size. In fact, the ejection velocity was primarily related to Oh associated with210
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Figure 8: Maximum ejected droplet velocity umax
b as a function of the Ohnesorge number Oh based on the largest

bubble, for the 800 numerical experiments. The initial size of the droplets Dd is highlighted by the colour and size of

the circles.
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Figure 9: Normalized surface of the fastest ejected droplet S umax
f as a function of the largest bubble normalized surface

S b, for the 800 numerical experiments. The Ohnesorge number Oh is highlighted by the colour and size of the circles.
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x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

S f 0 1.06072017 69.05236835 0 0 0 0 0 0

τb 0 2.31×105 3.94×101 -8.1×106 -5.23×106 34.6 -2.07×105 -2096.7 17.6

Table 3: Coefficients of the proposed sub-models.

the single largest bubble that collapses rather than the average. The droplet size also did not

substantially influence the ejection velocity, as can be seen in Fig. 8. We also observed that the

fastest droplets were ejected when the Oh was low because of the ”bazooka effect” enabled by

the effect of the surface tension force. We finally examined the normalized surface of the fastest

ejected droplets S umax
f , which grew with the size of the largest bubble and decreased with Oh (Fig.215

9). However, as stated previously, the normalized surface remained smaller by at least one order

of magnitude in most cases.

5. Conclusions

We presented a novel approach to the study of TISA and performed a series of 800 simulations

in which the breakup of spray-sized droplets exposed to a hot environment was replicated. A wide220

range of conditions was considered for the parameters that were expected to influence the most the

degree of breakup and its characteristic time.

The created data set was then used to determine the most important parameters affecting the

main quantities of interest, leading to the following conclusions:

1. The breakup degree is mostly a function of the bubble-to-droplet size ratio S b and, to a lesser225

extent, of the Ohnesorge number. The gain in size was substantial, reaching 100 times the

initial surface in some cases.

2. The breakup time τb is mainly a function of the Ohnesorge number and the initial droplet

diameter Dd. Smaller droplets generally collapsed at a faster rate compared to larger ones.

3. Simple correlations could be formulated to estimate the maximum normalized surface area230

S f and the breakup time τb.
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4. The proposed approach can be extended by changing the environmental conditions and im-

plementing more complex methodologies for the generation of sub-models.
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